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INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the effect of a Liouville-type transformation s = siO W 
of the independent variable upon the coefficients of a certain class of differen- 
tial equations. We are concerned with ordinary differential equations in the 
complex domain whose coefficients are asymptotic (see Section 1.11) to 
logarithmic monomials as x ---f cc in a sector-like region, or else are negligibly 
small (trivial, as defined in Section 1.27). A logarithmic monomial (of rank < Y) 
is a function expressible in the form CPJ (log x)Q (log, x)@ -0. (log, x)~T, 
where c is a nonzero complex constant, the ai real, and log, is the j-fold 
iterate of log. Our principal result is roughly to the effectthat for a differential 
equation of this type, the contemplated change of variable s = J” W, where 
W is asymptotic to a logarithmic monomial, yields a different:; equation 
which is again of this type (relative to the new independent variable s). 
One application (Section 9) of this result generalizes the results obtained 
in [l], where an analysis of the equation 
s 
z 
Ei 4 0 and W+co as x-+03 
x0 
was given, assuming a regularity condition on the coefficients: Roughly, 
E,(szO W)n-i -+ 0 as x -F 00. The technique used there consisted essentially 
of the afore mentioned Liouville transformation followed by a multiplicative 
substitution y = My, for the dependent variable, where M = P/n!. This 
yields an equation L,(y,) = 0 in which the operator L, has an approximately 
* This research was supported by NSF Grant No. GP-6329. 
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factored form for which there is a fairly complete theory ([2, Part II]). Our 
generalization is to the effect that under broad circumstances, dispensing 
with the regularity condition, the substitution s = SE0 W together with a 
substitution y = M,y, , where M1 is some logarithmic monomial in the new 
variable s, will yield an approximately factorable equation on y,(s). 
The fundamental difficulty consists in showing that the combinations of 
the original coefficients which occur as a result of these substitutions will 
always behave like logarithmic monomials in s or else be trivial. This problem 
is approached by asking whether it is possible to extend a certain type of 
differential field (containing the coefficients, or very close approximations 
thereto) by adjoining sz, IV, without losing essential asymptotic information 
concerning the extended field. The crucial theorem and proof given in 
Section 2, as well as other valuable suggestions, were communicated to me by 
W. Strodt, to whom I am very grateful. Using this theorem we show that the 
original coefficient field admits the adjunction of not only s, but all logarithmic 
monomials in s up to a certain rank, without sacrifice of asymptotic informa- 
tion; and viewed as a function of s (via the univalence theorem of [3]), each 
element of the extended field is either asymptotic to a logarithmic monomial 
in s, or else trivial, or else has a trivial reciprocal (Section 7, below). This 
suffices to ensure the existence of the normalizing monomial Ml(s). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
1.1 A graduated field is an ordered quadruple x’ = (K’, <‘, U’, C’) 
where 
(a) K’ is a commutative field of characteristic zero; 
(b) <’ is a partial order on K’ such that: f <’ g implies f # g; 0 <’ 1; 
f <’ g and h # 0 implies fh <’ gh; f <’ g and h <’ g implies f - h <’ g 
andf<‘g+h;intermsof<‘,fw’gisdefinedtomeanf-g<’g; 
(c) U’ is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of K’ having the properties 
that U’ is completely ordered by <’ and for each positive integer q and each 
u E u’, there exists a unique v E 7-J’ such that vq = u; 
(d) C’ is a subfield of K’ such that for each c E C’, f <’ g implies cf <’ g. 
1.2 For any graduated field X’ = (K’, <‘, u’, C’), we define 
M(X) = {cu: c E C’ and u E U’) 
A(X’) = {f E K’: there exists g E M(X) such that f -’ g}. 
1.3 A subfield F of a graduated field X’ is asymptotically constrained over 
x’ if M(x’) C F C A(X’) w (0). 
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1.4 A graduated logarithmic jield is an ordered triple 2’ = (X’, D’, E’) 
where x’ = (K’, <‘, u’, C) is a graduated field and 
(a) D’ is a derivative on K’ (i.e., a mapping of K’ into itself such that 
D'(f + g) = D'f + D’g and D’(fg) = f D’g + gD’f, and whenever f w’g 
with g E U’ - (I}, D’f w’ D’g; 
(b) 5’ = (& , S; , [;1 ,...) is a sequence of elements of U’ such that 
1 <’ $, , D’$, = 1, .$D’.$ = l,..., Sit; a.* &-,D’t; = 1. 
1.5 Given a graduated logarithmic field Z’ = (xl, D’, p), we define for 
each nonegative integer p, 
(a) U,(Z’) = {fp (;91 +** fp: pi rational} 
(b) X,(Z) is the graduated field (K’, <‘, U,(Z), C’) 
1.6. Given a graduated logarithmic field Z’, a subfield F of Z’ is said to be 
r-constrained over 2’ if 
(a) D’F C F 
(b) F is asymptotically constrained over X,.(Z). 
1.7 A domain system is a filter base P each element of which is a region of 
the finite complex plane. 
1.8 A complex nezkhborhood system of +co is a domain system P such 
that (i) for some ray L emanating from 0, no element of P meets L, and (ii) for 
every G > 0 there exists an element A of P such that ] x / > G whenever 
XEA. 
1.9 For --rr < 01 < /3 < +rr, P(‘(M, 8) is the complex neighborhood 
system of + co defined in [4, Section 941. For our purposes it suffices to think 
of the elements of F(‘(o1, /3) as sectors 01 < arg (a - zs) < /3 with a, -+ CO 
along the ray arg(.z,) = (CY + /3)/2. 
1.10 If P is any domain system, K,,(p) = (4: 4 is meromorphic over P> and 
K,(p) is the field obtained from K,,(F) by identifying two functions if they 
agree on some element of F([5, Section 631). 
It will be clear from context whether the concepts defined below are to be 
applied to individual functions or, with the usual apologies, to equivalence 
classes of functions. 
1.11 <, -, w are the asymptotic order relations defined in [4, Sections 
12, 131: f < 1 means (O,)"f -+ 0 over the complex neighborhood system of 
+co in question, for all nonnegative integers j and k, where 0, = 
x(log x) a.. (log+i x) d/dx. f < g meansf/g< 1;f -gmeansf/g- 1 < 1; 
f wgmeansf - cg for some constant c # 0. 
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1 .I2 C: is the set of all logarithmic monomials with c = 1 (see parg. 1 
above). 
1.13 C is the set of complex numbers. 
1.14 Let k’ = K,(F), where F = any F((Y, /3). We define X to be the 
graduated field (K, <, U, C). 
1.15 D = complex differentiation. 
1.16 6 -= (x, log x, log, x ,...) 
1.17 Z is the graduated logarithmic field (X, D, 5). 
1.18 U,. = U,(Z). 
1.19 X, = X,(Z). 
1.20 M = M(X)(= the set of logarithmic monomials with rational 
exponents). 
1.21 M, = M(X,)( = (m E M: rank(m) < 7)). 
1.22 A = A(X). 
1.23 A, = A(X,). 
1.24 A graduated field X’ is cZosed if every field F which is asymptotically 
constrained over X’ is contained in an algebraically closed field G which is 
asymptotically constrained over X’. 
By an application of [5 Section 641, the graduated fields X and X, are 
closed. 
1.25 Let S be a subset of K. By Sr will be meant the set of all elements 
of K which are algebraic over S. 
1.26 A function f belongs to the divergence class if f N a logarithmic 
monomial whose exponents form a sequence lexicographically following 
(-1, -1, --I,...). f belongs to the convergence cZass if f ~a logarithmic 
monomial whose exponent sequence precedes (- 1, - 1, - 1 ,.. .). 
1.27 f is trivial if f (zc) ( x” for all integers n. 
These definitions are taken mainly from the introductory pages of [7], 
which the reader will find a most helpful reference. 
2. THEOREM Let F be r-constrained over Z. Let W E F. Then there exists 
an (r + 1) - constrained / such that F C J and jzO WE /. 
PROOF. We assume, without loss of generality, that F is algebraically 
closed (for in any case FY is r-constrained and algebraically closed by [7, 
Section 201, so the problem can be reduced to that of adjoining jzO W to FY). 
Let G be the algebraic closure of F(M,+,)(see [7, Section IS]). We distin- 
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guish two cases: Case 1, where there exists h E G such that W - Dh is in the 
convergence class; Case 2, the denial of Case 1. 
Case 1: Let h be an element of G such that W - Dh = v is in the 
convergence class. By [2, Lemma <‘J there exists ZJ E A,+r u (0) such that 
~<landD~=v.Let~=~+h.ThenD~=D~+Dh=v+Dh= W. 
Let J be the subfield of K@(cx, /?)) g enerated by G and 4. We assert that 
J is (Y + 1) - constrained over 2. (1) 
It is easy to see that DJC J, since J = G(4) and D$ E G; so it suffices to 
show that J C Ar+i u (0). Since J = G(4) = G(# + h) and h E G, J = G(4). 
Since G is algebraically closed, each nonzero element of G(#) has the form 
a($ - &) *es (tj - ,8,,J ($ - y&-r a.. (I/J - m)-l with {a, ,& , n} C G. Hence 
the assertion will be verified if it is shown that for every 
Let u = IJ -g. Since $J E A,.,, v (0) and g E G C A,.,, U (01, we have 
u EA,+1 V (0) unless * N g and Z/ # g. Suppose then that # -g and 
$ # g. Then 0 # u < 4. Hence 
u< 1. (2) 
NowDu=D#-Dg=v -Dg=f-Dh-DgEG.Thus 
Du E A,+1 v (0). (3) 
It follows from (2) and (3) and [2, Lemma 5] that u E A,+r u (O}. This 
completes the proof in Case 1. 
Case 2: We assert that 
if g EF, then W - Dg + x-l (log x)-l *** (log, x)-l. 
(For suppose there exist g EF and c E C - {0} such that 
W - Dg - cx-1 (log x)-l ... (log, x)-l. 
Let h = g + c log,+, X. Then h E G, and 
(4) 
W-Dh= W-Dg-cx-l...(log,.x)-lEFCA,u(O}. 
Then W - Dh < x-l a** (log, x)-l. Since W - Dh E A, V {0}, the last 
inequality implies that W - Dh is in the convergence class. This contradicts 
the definition of Case 2.) 
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By [2, Lemma a, there exists $ such that D+ = W. Let I = F(d). Since 
DQ,EF, DICI. LetgEF. Let u =$ -g. Then 
Du=D+-Dg= W-DgeA,u{O). 
Hence u E A, u {0}, unless W - Dg w x-l (log x)-l ... (log,. x)-l. But the 
last asymptotic relation has just been excluded in the assertion (4) verified 
above. Hence u E A, u (0). As in Case 1, this implies I is r-constrained 
over 2. 
Let J = 1(&Z,+,). Then / is (Y 1 1)-constrained over 2, 4 E J, and 
D+ = IV. This completes Case 2. 
REMARK. It is clear from the proof that in Case 2J may be taken to be 
r-constrained. 
We have shown that in every case at least one antiderivative can be adjoined. 
From this it follows at once that every antiderivative can be adjoined (since 
every constrained field containing one antiderivative automatically contains 
all antiderivatives.) Consequently the fields / obtained above contain szO W 
for any x0 in the domain of W. 
3. THEOREM. Let G be (Y + 1)-constrained over Z and let ?I E G n A,. 
Assume that u maps some member of p(‘(o1,fi) onto a simply-connected region 
excluding 0. Then G(log u) is (Y + 1)-constrained over 2. 
PROOF. We shall use the fact that Gu is algebraically closed and (r + l)- 
constrained over 2. 
Since u E G n L4, , u(x) = CPO (log X)~I ..+ (log, x)~T( 1 + E(x)) with E E G 
and E ( 1. Let g E Gy and let y = g - log u. Then y = g, - log (I + E) 
with g, E Gr. It is easy to see that log (1 + E) < 1. 
Suppose g, & 1. Then y wg, and therefore y E A,,,. Suppose, to the 
contrary, g, < 1. Then Dg, < x-1 ‘.. (log,,., x)-r . Since we also have 
DE < X- l (log x)-’ a.. (log,,, x)-l, it follows that 
Dy = DgI - (DE/(1 + E)) < x-l (log x)-l ... (log,,, x)-r. 
But Dy E Gy since (gl , E} C Gv, so Dy E Ar+l u (0). The preceding asymp- 
totic inequality and [2, Lemma ?J then imply that y E A,+r u (0). 
Let 
h E G(log u) : h = A/B = i a,(log u,i/i b,(log u)i 
0 0 
with {a0 ,..., a,,, , 6, ,..., b,] C G, B # 0. A and B split into linear factors over 
Gy, each of which belongs to ATfl by the preceding paragraph; hence 
heA ?+r u (0). Thus G(log u) is asymptotically constrained over X,+,(Z). 
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Dh = B-l t ((Dai)(log z# + (iuiDu/u)(log u)~-‘) 
0 
- AB-2 $ ((D&)(log u>i + (ib,Du/u)(log u)j-‘). 
0 
Since (a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,} C G and DG C G, it is clear that Dh E G(log u). 
Thus D{G(log u)} C G(log u). This shows that G(log U) is (r + I)-constrained 
over 2. 
4. Henceforth we shall use the following assumptions and notations: 
F is r-constrained over 2. 
WE F and W N cx-l(log x)-l **a (log, x)-~+~ (log,,, X)~I **a (log,,a x)swith 
p + q = Y, c E c - {O}, 7 > 0. 
s(x) = go w. 
--rr<ar</3<+r,and(j3-a)mo~2~wheremo=~ifp=0,mo=0 
ifp > 0. 
The last condition above guarantees s(x) to be univalent in some member 
of p(‘(a, fi), by [3, Theorem 23. It also guarantees that s maps some member 
of F(‘(o1, ,8) into a slit plane-i.e., a region obtained from the complex plane by 
deleting a ray emanating from 0. (See [3, Lemma 51.) Since s(x) -+ 0~) 
as x -+ co, it is possible in addition to determine an element of &(oL, 8) in 
which log s,..., log,,, s are analytic. Let Y be an element of ~(‘(oI, /3) which 
s maps univalently into some slit plane and in which logs, log, s,..., log,,, s are 
analytic. 
THEOREM. Under these conditions there exists an (I + l)-constrained 
FI containing F(s, log s ,..., log,,, s). 
PROOF. By Section 2 there exists an (Y + I)-constrained J which contains 
F(s). Now 
and 
s(x) M (log, x)’ (log,, x>“’ -** (log,,, x)“” 
log, s(x) = logP+i x for i = 1,2,3 ,.... 
Hence {s, logs, log, s ,..., log, s> CA,. Applying Section 3 with G = J and 
u = s we find J(log s) is (Y + I)-constrained. In general, if 
J(log s, log, s,..., log, s) 
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is (r + l)-constrained and p + i < Y, we find that 
is (r + 1)-constrained, by setting G = J(log s,..., log, s) and u = log, s in 
Section 3. Thus by induction we see that J(log s,..., log,,., s) = Fl is (r + l)- 
constrained. 
5. Preparatory to switching from x to s as the independent variable, we 
consider in general a univalent mapping sr and a function g (both analytic) 
whose domain contains the range of sr , and investigate the relation between 
the conditions g < 1 and g o sr < 1. 
THEOREM. Let i?‘, i%’ be complex neighborhood systems of +a~. Let s1 be 
univalent, and analytic over iiT, and let s1 satisfy 
(1) For each V E A?i there exists a G E is such that s,(G) C V. 
(2) For each HE m there exists I E ii!Z such that s;l(Z) C H. Conclusion: 
(a) If for each positive integer J.L there exists a positive integer v such that 
4ldx < (~1 (log 4 ... (kv s,))l(x(log 4 ..* (log, 4, 
then g < 1 over A? implies g o s1 < 1 over m. 
(b) If for each positive integer TV there exists a positive integer v such that 
Wag $1) -a* (log, 4)/(4og 4 ..+ (log, 4) < ds,l& 
then g o s1 < 1 over i?’ implies g < 1 over i@. 
PROOF. (a) Let p be any positive integer, and let v be a positive integer 
such that 
a(x) = [(x(log x) ..* (log, x))/(s,(log sr) =** (log, s,))] * ds,/dx < 1. 
Assume g < 1 over i@. Let f = g o st . We shall show f < 1 over m. 
Setting B = 19~+~ , E = Bvfl we have B(f) = a[(Eg) . sr] and in general, by 
induction on K, BK(f) = Ci=,, [tKA , B] (a) [(EAg) o sl] where [t,.. , B] is a 
polynomial in B which is homogeneous of degree K and isobaric of weight 
K - A. We have [tKA , B](a) < 1 over N, so [t,, , B](a) -+ 0 over m. Also, 
E”g < 1 over ii!?, so EAg -+ 0 over i@. By (l), (EAg) o s, -+ 0 over m. Hence 
D(f) -+ 0 over N. It follows thatf < 1 over R. 
The proof of (b) is similar: Given CL, take v so that 
44 = Mk ~1) a** (Iog, s,))lMlw 4 ..* (log, x))l (l/(WW < 1. 
409/21/I-2 
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Write g = f 0 s;l, where f = g o s1 < 1 over m. Then B(f o s;l) = 
(C 0 sF')[(Ef) o SF’] and, by induction on K, 
BK(f 0 s;‘) = i @,A , El c> 0 ql)<Wf) 0 s;v 
a=0 
with rrca homogeneous of degree K and isobaric of weight K - A. It follows 
readily that BK( f o SF]-) + 0, so g < 1 over i@. 
6. Let n = F(a, 6). Let NV = {A n V: A E m}. It is easily seen that 
iv and flV are complex neighborhood systems of +co, and that K,(m) = 
K,(m,). Furthermore, s[mV] is a complex neighborhood system of +co 
(where s[mV] = the family f o images of the members of NV under s). Let 
K, = K,(m). Changing the independent variable from x to s leads us natu- 
rally to consider the new field Kou defined as follows: Let f E K,. Let 
f~fi f is analytic on some member V, of iv,. Let fo be the function with 
domain s( V,) satisfying f”(s(x)) = f(z), z E V, . (I.e., p = fo s-r.) Then f 
will denote the class represented by p”, and we set Kou = (f”: f E K,}. It is 
fairly obvious that Kou = K,(s[N,]). 
NOTATION: We write “ <” 1” to signify “ < 1 over s[Nr].” 
THEOREM. LetfEK,. Thenf< 1 ifandonlyiff”<“l. 
PROOF. We have W(X) = cx-l *a* (log, ~)-l+~ .a. (log,,, ~)~a(1 + E(X)) 
with E< 1, 
s(x) = C/T (log, x)’ (log,,, xjal .-a (log,,, x)“p (1 + E,(x)) 
kW = 7 P%,+,xv + -J-w) 
log, 49 = (log,,, W + Es(x)) (6-l) 
. . . 
l% 44 = Px,,k x)(1 + J%(X)), h > 2, 
where Ej < 1, j = 0, 1,2 ,.... From this it is evident that both conclusions 
of Section 5 are applicable here, whence the theorem is proved. 
7. LEMMA. Let f N kxco(log x)c’ *** (log,.,, ~)~r+i. Then f” +’ sR for all 
real tt if and only if (co , cl ,..., cPml) lexicographically precedes (0, O,... , 0); 
f” >” sn for all real n ;f and only if (co , c, ,..., cgvl) follows (0,O ,..., 0); and 
(co, Cl ,***, c,-J = (0, O,..., 0) ;fandonlrifp %a d@o(log ,)a~ ..* (log,,, s)~~+I, 
where 
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c, = do xl 
%+1 = &a, + 4 
C 8+2 = doa2 + 4 
. . . ) (7.1) 
C PI-P = 4+-J, + 4 
C r+1 = d q+1 
k = (c/T)“o rdld. 
PROOF. Using the relations (6.1) we see that if d, d, , dI ,..., d,,, are given 
arbitrary values (d complex, the di real) then 
d@(log s)-Q 0.. (log,,, ++I - k(log, X)Q .+* (log,+, x)-r (7.2) 
where k, cg ,..., c,.+~ are determined as in (7.1). Conversely, if k, cg ,..., c,+~ 
are prescribed, (7.1) can be inverted to yield the values d, $ ,..., d,+, which 
satisfy (7.2). Now suppose f(x) - k(log, X)~D *** (log,+r x)~‘+‘. We have 
f(x) = (1 + h(x)) k(log, X)~P a** (log,+, x)~T+~, with h < 1. 
We have just shown that this is expressible as 
f(x) = (1 + h,(x)) d(s(x))do 1.. (log,,, s(~))~g+*, with k, < 1. By Section 6, 
hIa <” 1; hence we have 
f”(s) = (1 + hIu(s)) ds do - 5. (log,,, s) dq+l, with h,O <” 1. 
The remainder of this lemma is proved by similar considerations. 
8. DEFINITION. 2, is the graduated logarithmic field (X, , D, [,) where 
Xs = (Kc,“, <“, u, , Cl, 
U, = (P(log s)~I *.- (log,,, s)m*+l: m; ration4zZ) 
6, = (s, log s, log, s )... ). 
THEOREM. Let FI be an (Y + l)-constrained jeld containing 
F(s(+., log,+,(s(x))), us in Section 4. Let 
Let H = FI @ T where T = {f : f is trivial over iv,}. 
HS = {h E H: (6,/z,..., S,-1 h) precedes the p-tuple (0,O ,..., 0)) 
(For notation see [4, Section 231.) Let HSu{ho: h E H,). Then HSo is a logarithmic 
module ([7, Section It]) of rank q + 1 over Z, (de$ned by conditions (i)-(iv) 
below). 
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PROOF. We have to show 
(i) 1 E H,” 
(ii) f U + g” E Hso whenever {f 0, g"} C H,” 
(iii) mop E Hsu whenever ma = cu, u E U, , c E C, andp E H,o 
(iv) whenever f D E H,o, either f" <" .P for all real n, or Jb m 0 u for 
someug U,. 
PROOF OF (i). Obvious. 
PROOF OF (ii). Follows from the closure of H, under addition. . 
PROOF OF (iii). Let ma = cu with c E C and u E U, , and let f o E H,“. Then 
m(s(x)) = c(s(x))%'(log (s(x)))"1 ... (log,,, (s(x)))“Q+I EFl 
(assuming, as we may with no loss of generality, that Fr is algebraically closed 
and hence contains all rational powers of its members). Since f =fi +fs 
with fi EF~ and fi E T, mf = mfi + mfi with mfi EF~ and mfi E T. Hence 
mf E H. Also, (6,m ,..., S,-,m) < (0,O ,..., 0) by Section 7, while 
(S,f ,..., S,-,f) < (0,O ,..., 0) sincef E H, . 
Therefore &(mf),..., S,-l(mf)) < (0, O,..., 0). Hence (mf)" = m"f" E Hsu. 
PROOF OF (iv). Let f” E H,*, f D = f 1o + f s6 with f 1 eFl and fa E T. 
Since s(x) > (log, x)’ and f 2 < xn for some E > 0 and all real n, it is clear 
thatf&) < W)" f or all real n, so f a0 <” P for all real n. If 
(&If, *..., Lfl) < (0, o,..., (9, 
then f ie <” sn for all real n (by Section 7), and it follows thatfo <” P for all 
real n in this case. On the other hand, if (S,fl ,..., 2& fi) = (0,O ,..., 0), 
Section 7 implies flu MO u for some u E U, , so f 0 RP u in this case, concluding 
the proof. 
9. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS APPROXIMATELY 
OF THE FORM (1 - (l/w(x)) d/e%)* 
The study undertaken in [l] proceeded on the assumption that the coeffi- 
cients Ei (see Section 0 above) are < 1 and belong to some logarithmic do- 
main ([4, Section 49]), and satisfy the regularity condition Ei(x)(s(x))n-i < 1. 
Let us now assume that the Ei lie in a logarithmic domain of the somewhat 
special form F @ T, where T consists of trivial functions and F is an 
r-constrained field containing W. Weshall dispense with the regularity assump- 
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tion, and suppose merely that E, ( l(i = 0, I,..., n). Let Fi be an (r + l)- 
constrained field containing F(s, log s,..., log,,, s). 
By using Sections 7 and 8 it is easy to see that {E, , E, ,..., E,} C H, , and 
that therefore the coefficients of the transformed operator 
Lo = (1 - d/ds)” + i E&)(1 - djd~)~ 
i=O 
lie in the logarithmic module Hg, which is again a logarithmic domain. Then 
the substitution y = e% in L”(y) yields es&(v), where 
L, = (-d/ds)n + i E,“(s)(-d/ds)i. 
i=O 
Applying [6, Section 151 to L, we conclude that there exists a logarithmic 
monomial M(s) such that the substitution v = Mu in L,(v) yields A(u) where 
A is a unimajoral operator, expressible in the approximately factored form 
where the h, are asymptotic to logarithmic monomials (in the variable s) in the 
divergence class. The point is that M(s) is determined by an application of 
Strodt’s algorithm for the principal monomial of L,(u) - 1 = 0, for which 
purpose it is essential that we have some such information about the 
cients E,(s). 
In the special case where the regularity condition (which may be read: 
EiV-i <” 1, i = 0, l,..., ti) is satisfied, the algorithm proves M(s) to be 
(-s)“/n!, and (1 has the approximate factorization sequence 
(4 ,-.-, A,) = (-n/s, - (n - 1)/s ,..., -2/s, -l/s). 
Since this sequence is separated, [2, Theorem II] may be applied to gain 
asymptotic information in terms of s which, when referred to the independent 
variable x, recovers the results of [l]. 
Now let us weaken the regularity condition to read Ei(x) 2 (s(x))i-” or 
Et0 2 s~-~, i = 0, l,..., n. Define c to be the number 
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Then if c # 0, M(s) is seen to be (-s)“/c and 
A ;~!(l+I$)...(l+f$) I- 
+~~sME’p(1+n_:+l$)...(1+9$)]. 
i=o 
Since the s+-~E~ are $1 and not necessarily <” 1 in this case, the above 
formula does not necessarily exhibit A in approximately factored form. The 
approximate factors here will be (A, ,..., A,) = (Q, CXJS,..., s/.F) where the 
q are the complex constants to which the roots of P(a) are asymptotic as 
s+ co, where 
P(a) = i [a + 4 (1 + ;) a** (1 + ;) 
Note that P(0) + 1 and the coefficient of CP in P is N l/c, so there are 
indeed n nonzero roots, counting multiplicities. The possibility of repeated 
a, obstructs a general analysis along the lines of [2, Theorem II]. 
In the event that c = 0, the algorithm by which M(s) is determined 
proceeds to yield an M(s) in which logarithmic factors are present. 
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